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Ana C. Gouvea & David Poeppel
Cognitive Neuroscience of Language Lab, Linguistics Dept., University of Maryland

Introduction
Much of the literature in the field of sentence processing deals with ambiguous sentences,
seeking to establish the processing strategies that we make use of when parsing a
sentence. In contrast, unambiguous sentences have received less attention in the
literature. In this work, the parsing of unambiguous sentences - relative clauses and
conjoined sentences - is examined in order to establish the processes responsible for
understanding these sentences and their differences in complexity.
Acquisition, neuropsychological and psycholinguistic data show that object
relative sentences (e.g. 2) are more difficult to parse than subject relatives (e.g. 1) and
that relative sentences (e.g. 1 and 2) are more difficult to parse than conjoined sentences
(3):
(1)
(2)
(3)

The man that is pinching the woman is talking to the child.
The man that the woman is pinching is talking to the child.
The man is pinching the woman and is talking to the child.

In this paper, these facts are examined in English and Brazilian Portuguese and
some of the explanations for these findings are discussed. Another type of relative
sentences - subject (e.g. 4) and object (e.g. 5) right branching relative clauses - is also
investigated in order to examine the interaction between type of embedding (centerembedded X right branching) and type of relative (subject X object):

1 This research was supported in part by UMCP Department of Linguistics, the UMCP Center for
Comparative Neuroscience, and in part by CapeslBrazil. We would like to thank Stephen Crain, Norbert
Hornstein, Colin Phillips and Amy Weinberg. Also, we thank Sachiko Aoshima for useful comments while
reading the first version of this papper, Virginie Van Wassenhove for helping us testing and Acrisio Pires.
Ana Gouvea is also grateful to Elixabete Murguia and her husband, Lucs Massasso for their continuous
support
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The child is talking to the man that is pinching the woman.
The child is talking to the man that the woman is pinching.

Relative and conjoined sentences are examined in Brazilian Portuguese (BP) and
English using the Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) technique. Section 1 of this
paper outlines some working memory explanations for the differences exemplified above.
Section 2 introduces the RSVP technique and the RSVP experiment. The results of this
RSVP experiment are presented in section 3 for Brazilian Portuguese and in section 4 for
English. An explanation of the cross-linguistic results is offered in section 5. Section 6
presents the final conclusions.
1.

Working Memory explanations for processing complexity

Several experiments using different techniques have found that object relative clauses
(e.g. 2) are more difficult to parse than subject relative clauses (e.g. I) (e.g. Ford (1983),
Gibson (1998), Holmes and O'Regan (1983), King and Just (1991), Ni et al. (1996».
Some of the tentative explanations for this difference rely on working memory proposals.
This section presents the proposals put forth by King and Just (1991), Caplan (1999) and
Gibson (1998).
1.1

King and Just (1991)

The main idea motivating King, Just and colleagues is that language as well as other
cognitive systems utilize a general, non-specialized working memory device for
information storage and processing. This means that individual differences in working
memory capacity measured by memory span tests (e.g. Reading Span test, Daneman &
Carpenter 1983) influence syntactic processing. Populations with less working memory
capacity for language should have greater difficulty in processing complex sentences than
populations with a large working memory capacity for language.
King and Just examined the processing of center-embedded relative clauses in
populations with different working memory capacity for language to explore their
proposal.2 In this paper, their explanation for the processing difference between object
and subject center embedded clauses is examined. Following their proposal, centerembedded relative clauses (e.g. 6 and 7) make several demands on working memory:
(6)
(7)

The man that is pinching the woman is talking to the child.
The man that the woman is pinching is talking to the child.

One demand is linked to the fact that there is an embedded clause that interrupts
the main clause. This means that the information presented before the embedded clause
2 The idea that working memory is a general device and that syntactic processing can be
influenced by individual differences in working memory capacity for language is not discussed in this
paper. King and Just's general working memory proposal and the results of their experiment are
extensively discussed in Caplan and Waters (1999) and in Ni et al. (1996).
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has to be maintained in working memory or reactivated after the embedded clause has
been processed.
Another demand that increases the complexity of these sentences is that thematic
roles have to be assigned properly to the noun phrases in the relative clause. The third
demand in working memory differentiates object relative clauses from subject relative
clauses in tenns of complexity. Following these authors, the assignment of two different
thematic roles to the same noun phrase in object relative clauses taxes working memory
capacity. In sentence (7) the noun phrase "the man" receives the thematic role agent in
the main clause and patient in the relative clause. In a subject relative clause like (6), the
NP "the man" receives the thematic role of agent in both clauses. This makes ob~ect
relative clauses more difficult to comprehend and process than subject relative clauses.
Therefore, following King and Just's proposal, center-embedded relative clauses
should be more difficult than conjoined sentences because there is an embedded clause
interrupting the main clause in relative sentences. They would also predict that right
branching clauses should be easier than center-embedded clauses since in right branching
clauses the main clause is not interrupted. Finally, when comparing subject right
branching relative clauses (e.g. 8) and conjoined sentences (e.g. 9), subject right
branching relative clauses should be more difficult to process than conjoined sentences:
(8)
(9)

The man is pinching the woman that is talking to the child.
The man is pinching the woman and is talking to the child.

In this case, difficulty increases because the object NP in the main clause in a
subject right branching relative clause receives patient role in the main clause and agent
role in the relative clause. In contrast, in a coordinated sentence, the coordinated NP
receives in both clauses the agent role.
To summarize, following King and Just, center-embedded relative clauses are
more difficult to process than conjoined sentences and object relatives are more difficult
than subject relatives. By their first criterion (interruption of the main clause), right
branching relatives should be easier than center-embedded relative clauses. By their third
criterion (different thematic roles to a single NP), subject right branching relatives should
be more difficult than conjoined sentences. All these ideas are examined in the RSVP
experiment (section 2) and in the results presented in section 3 and 4.
1.2

Caplan and Waters (1999)

Caplan and Waters defend the position that there is a specialized working memory for
syntactic processing that does not interfere with other cognitive systems contrary to King,
Just and colleagues' suggestion.
3 Ni et al. (1996) point out that if the assignment of two different thematic roles in object relatives
increases the processing difficulty of these sentences, then subject right branching relatives (e.g. 4) should
create similar difficulties. Conversely, object right branching relatives (e.g. 5) should pose no problem. In
this context, object center embedded relative clauses and subject right branching relative clauses should
cause more processing problems than subject center embedded relative clauses and object right branching
relative clauses. This pattern was not found in Ni et a1. experiment.
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In their view, the verbal working memory system is composed of sub~systems
dedicated to different verbal tasks. Thus, there is a sub-system responsible for
"interpretive processing" (sentence interpretation) and another sub-system responsible for
"post-interpretive processing" like "storing information in long-term semantic memory,
reasoning, planning actions and other functions" (Caplan and Waters 1999, p.78). This
means that the sub-system responsible for sentence interpretation is separated from the
"post-interpretive" sub-system that can be measured by standard tests of working
memory. Thus, any individual difference in working memory capacity for language
should not interfere with the processing of complex sentences.
They show compelling experimental results in this direction. In this paper, the
characterization of complex sentences utilized by Caplan and Waters is the central focus.
For these authors what make object relatives more complex than subject relatives is the
fact that in object relatives there is a NP that has been moved "creating a nonstandard
order of thematic roles" (Caplan and Waters 1999, p. 84).
Following Chomsky's (1986) Government and Binding framework, in a sentence
like (10) the NP "the man" has moved from the position where it receives patient
thematic role in the relative clause to the subject position of the main clause:
(10)

The man; that; the woman is pinching _; is talking to the child.

This produces a nonstandard order of thematic roles where the NP receiving
patient thematic role (the man) appears before the NP receiving agent thematic role (the
woman) in the relative clause. This does not happen in a subject relative like (1 J) where
the NP "the man", before moving, receives agent thematic role creating a canonical order
of thematic roles in the relative clause - agent followed by patient:
(11)

The man; that; _; is pinching the woman is talking to the child.

Caplan and Waters (1995) and Waters, Caplan and Rochon (1995) emphasize this
point when comparing their suggestion with other complexity metrics. For example,
Caplan and Waters (1995), when discussing Miyake et a1.'s (1994) complexity metric,
claim that "an appropriate measure of syntactic complexity is the comparison of
sentences with canonical and non-canonical orders of thematic roles, that are matched for
length and number of propositions" (Caplan and Waters 1995, p.640).
Thus, following these authors, complexity increases when the canonical order of
4
thematic roles is not the standard one and the number of propositions is the same • This
means that differences in complexity are expected between subject versus object centerembedded and right branching relatives. Subject relatives are easier to process than object
relatives in both types of relative clauses because of the standard order of thematic roles
presented in subject relatives.
• Note that, although these authors establish their complexity metric following Chomsky's (1986)
OB Theory, there is nothing in the OB system that predicts an increasing in sentence complexity because a
NP has moved leaving a trace in object position. In this sense, Caplan and Waters complexity metric is
based on an assumption that "canonical order" is less complex than "non-canonical orders". No
grammatical principle is governing this assumption.
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol31/iss2/2
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Differences in processing conjoined sentences versus object right branching and
center-embedded relatives should also be expected. In a conjoined sentence the order of
thematic roles is standard, contrary to object relatives that present a non-standard order.
Thus, conjoined sentences should be easier to process than both types of object relatives
(center-embedded and right-branching). Nevertheless, conjoined and subject right
branching relatives should be equally difficult since both present a standard order of
thematic roles. Section 3 and 4 present the RSVP results in order to examine Caplan and
Water's predictions.

1.3

Gibson (1998)

Gibson (1998) proposes that the complexity difference found between subject and object
relative clauses should be explained by the quantity of computational resources involved
in the processing of these structures. The availability of computational resources is
influenced by two components of sentence comprehension: "(1) a memory cost
component which dictates what quantity of computational resources are required to store
a partial input sentence and (2) an integration cost component which dictates what
quantity of computational resources need to be spent on integrating new words into the
structures built so far" (Gibson 1998 p. 8).
Both components are influenced by the notion of locality. When storing a partial
input sentence, the longer a predicted syntactic category is maintained in memory, the
greater is the cost for keeping this category in memory. Wben integrating new words into
the structure, "the greater the distance between an incoming word and the head or
dependent to which it attaches, the greater the integration cost" (Gibson 1998, p.8).
Locality is established in terms of new discourse referents. Processing a NP that is
new in the discourse or a tensed verb that denotes a discourse event increases integration
cost.
Gibson assumes that when parsing a sentence there is a limited pool of
computational resources units available to keep a representation active. Integrating a
word into a representation requires a certain amount of computational resources. If the
distance between the elements being integrated is longer, more computational resources
will be needed to compute this integration. Therefore, long distance integrations require
more computational resources. This assumption will be crucial to explain the difference
between object and subject relatives.
To illustrate the idea of a memory cost component, we use the same structure
presented by Gibson - an object relative sentence:
(12)

The man who the woman is pinching is talking to the child.

Gibson claims that when processing the second "the" in the sentence above there
are "four obligatory syntactic predictions": "(1) a verb for the matrix clause, (2) a verb
for the embedded clause, (3) a subject noun for the embedded clause and (4) an empty
category NP for the wh-pronoun 'who' " (Gibson 1998, p.14). These predictions have to
be maintained in mind while the new discourse referent "the woman" is processed.
Computational resources are required to keep these predictions activated while parsing
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 2001
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the new discourse referent. This means that "the memory cost for a predicted category is
increased when a new discourse referent is processed" (Gibson 1998, p.18)
Integration cost, as mentioned above, also increases while new discourse referents
are processed. When comparing object and subject relative clauses, the integration cost to
process object relative clauses is bigger than the integration cost necessary to process
subject relative clauses. So more computational resources are needed to process object
relatives, making these sentences more difficult to parse than subject relative sentences.
Integration and memory cost are computed in terms of energy units.
In example (12), the integration cost to process the NP "man" is 0 because after
the determiner "the" was processed, no new discourse referent has been processed. The
integration cost to process "who" and "the woman" is also 0 for the same reason.
The verb "is pinching" involves two different integration costs. First, the verb is
attached as the verb for the clause initiated by the NP "the woman". This attachment
results in the verb assigning agent thematic role to the NP "the woman". This integration
cost utilizes 1 energy unit because after the NP "the woman" was processed, one new
discourse referent "is pinching" has been processed.
The second integration cost concerns the attachment of an empty category as
object of the verb "is pinching" and the co-indexation of this empty category with the
pronoun "who". Since there are two new discourse referents between the pronoun "who"
and the empty category - "the woman" and "is pinching" - the integration cost in this
case utilizes 2 energy units. So the total cost of integrating the verb "is pinching" is 1+2
energy units.
The verb "is talking" is integrated as the main verb of the NP "the man". This
integration costs 3 energy units since the distance between the verb and the NP "the man"
encompasses three new discourse referents -"the woman", "is pinching" and "is talking".
Next, the integration of the determiner ''the'' requires 0 energy units and the
integration of the NP "child" requires a total of 0+ I energy unit. The NP "child" is first
integrated to the determiner ''the'' at the cost of 0 energy unit and then it is integrated as
the object of the verb "is talking". This integration costs I energy unit because one new
discourse referent has been processed - "the child"- since the verb "is talking" was
processed. The total integration cost for sentence (12) is summarized below:
(13)

The man who the woman is pinching is talking to the child.
(0) (0) (0) (0)
(1)+(2)
(3)
(0) (0)+(1)

Following this distance based integration metric, the integration cost of a subject
relative clause is smaller than the integration cost of an object relative clause. Below, the
example of a subject relative is repeated to illustrate this point:
(14)

The man who is pinching the woman is talking to the child.

In a subject relative clause, as in an object relative clause, the cost to process the
NP "man" and the pronoun "who" is 0 since no new discourse referent has been
processed after these words have been processed. The verb "is pinching" requires 0+ I
energy unit to be integrated. Zero (0) energy units corresponds to the attachment of a gap
in the subject position of the embedded clause since it crosses no new discourse referents.
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol31/iss2/2
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One (1) energy unit corresponds to the attachment of the verb "is pinching" to its subject
"the man" given that it crosses one new discourse referent. The determiner "the" is then
integrated at a cost of 0 energy units. The NP "woman" is first integrated to the
determiner "the" at a cost of 0 energy units and as the object of the verb "is pinching" at a
cost of 1 energy unit since there is one new discourse referent - "the woman" - that has
been processed after the verb has been processed. So the total cost of integrating
"woman" is 0+ 1 energy unit.
Integrating "is talking" and "to the child" requires the same energy units - 3 and
0+1 respectively - as in the object relative for the same reasons presented above. The
total cost of processing a subject relative is summarized below:
(IS)

The man who is pinching the woman is talking to the child.

(0)

(0)

(0)+(1) (0) (0)+(1)

(3)

(0) (0)+(1)

Comparison between the energy cost of subject relatives and object relatives
reveals that the attachment of the embedded verb ("is pinching") in an obj ect relative
costs more than its attachment in a subject relative. Gibson's theory predicts then that
reading times at this point of the relative clause will be longer in object relatives than in
subject relatives. He also predicts that in both relative sentences reading times will be
long at the matrix verb because the integration cost at this point is 3 energy units. s
Therefore, following Gibson's theory, object relatives are more difficult to parse
than subject relatives because the integrations occurring between the first NP and the
matrix verb require more computational resources in an object relative than in a subject
relative.
Gibson's locality theory explains the difference between subject and object
center-embedded relative clauses. But what would be the predictions if his theory is
extended to conjoined sentences (16) and to right branching relative clauses (17 and 18)?
(16)
(17)
(18)

The child is talking to the man and is pinching the woman.
The child is talking to the man that is pinching the woman.
The child is talking to the man that the woman is pinching.

Following Gibson's theory, conjoined sentences should present an increase in
integration cost at the region of the second verb ("is pinching" in example 16) because to
integrate it as another verb of the NP ''the child" two new discourse referents ("is talking"
and "the man") are crossed. The integration cost of a conjoined sentence should be:
(19)

The child is talking to the man and is pinching the woman.
(0)
(1)
(0) (0)+(1)
(2)
(0) (0)+(1)

SGibson compares his predictions and the results of two self-paced word-by-word reading
experiment (King and Just (1991) and Gibson and Ko (1998». In these experiments, reading times were
longer in the regions predicted by Gibson 's distance based integration metric. Thus, in an object relative,
reading times increased when the two verbs (embedded and matrix) were processed and in a subject
relative, reading times increased when the matrix verb was processed.
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This means that reading times are expected to be long at the second verb of the
conjoined sentence.
By the same reasoning, right branching sentences should be easier than centerembedded sentences since the integration cost of the matrix verb in these cases is smaller
than in center embedded sentences. The integration of the matrix verb "is talking" in (17)
and (18) costs 1 energy unit because there is just one new discourse referent ("is talking")
between the verb and the subject NP "the child". The other integration costs will be
similar to the ones fOWld in a center-embedded clause. Below, the integration costs of a
subject right branching relative (20) and an object right branching (21) are presented:
(20)

The child is talking to the man that is pinching the woman.

(21)

The child is talking to the man that the woman is pinching.
(O)
(I)
(O) (I) (O) (O) (O)
(1}+(2)

(O)

(I)

(O) (I)

(O)

(0)+(1) (O) (0)+(1)

Object right branching relatives should be more difficult than subject right
branching relatives for the same reason fOWld with center-embedded clauses, namely
there is a NP intervening between the NP ("the man") and the verb ("is pinching") in
object relatives. Nevertheless, right branching clauses should be easier than centerembedded clauses because the integration cost of the matrix verb in right branching
clauses requires less computational resources than the integration of the matrix verb in
center-embedded clauses. On-line experiments with right branching sentences should
show an increase in reading times only at the point of processing the embedded verb ("is
pinching") in an object relative clause. The other regions should be processed fast.
As summarized in this section, there are different explanations for the difference
in complexity fOWld during the processing of relative clauses. These different
explanations make different predictions when the data is extended to another type of
relative clause - right branching relatives - and to conjoined sentences (see table I):
Table 1 - Summary of Predictions
Theories of Working Memory
King and Just (1991)

Caplan and Waters (1999)

Gibson (1998)

2.

Predictions of Degree of Difficul!y_

I) Object relatives> subject relatives
2) Center embedded> right branching
3) Subject right branching> conjoined
I) Object relatives> subject relatives
3) Conjoined = subject right branching
4) Object relatives (right and centerembedded) > conioined
I) Object> subject relative clauses.
2) Center-embedded> right branching.
3) Conioined > subject right branching.

Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) experiment

Rapid Serial Visual Presentation is a technique first used by Forster (1970) in which
words of a sentence are presented rapidly and consecutively in the same spot on a
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol31/iss2/2
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computer screen. Since the words are presented rapidly, the RSVP technique "is intended
to push the subjects to the limit of their reading capability so as to impede the normal
subject's capacity to organize the input string" (Ni. (1988), p.n). Forster (1970)
presented approximately 16 words per second (62.5 msec) in an experiment where
subjects had to write down as many words of a sentence as possible. He found that
complex sentences (center-embedded) were recalled poorer than simpler sentences
(active sentences).
Since RSVP presents words rapidly, syntactic processing is affected. For this
reason, in the sentence processing literature, RSVP has been used with the aim to
compare RSVP results to aphasic data in order to establish the kind of deficit involved in
aphasia (see, for example, Miyake et al. (1994), Ni. (1988), Caplan and Waters (1995)
and Martin (1995) critique of Miyake (1994) and Miyake's (1995) response).
RSVP has not been used often in sentence processing experiments. In this paper,
RSVP is used because we want to exploit the effects of "stressing" the parser while
subjects read different types of relative sentences and conjoined sentences.

2.1

Experiment using RSVP

In the present RSVP experiment, subjects were shown subject and object center
embedded relative clauses, subject and object right branching relative clauses and
conjoined sentences:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

The man that _ is pinching the woman is talking to the child.
The man that the woman is pinching _ is talking to the child.
The child is talking to the man that _ is pinching the woman.
The child is talking to the man that the woman is pinching _.
The child is talking to the man and _is pinching the woman.

Subjects read 100 sentences: 20 critical trials and 80 fillers. Each critical trial was
composed of 5 types of sentences (a) subject and (b) object center embedded relative
clauses, (c) subject and (d) object right branching relative clauses and (e) conjoined
sentences). The critical trials were divided in 5 lists and presented in a Latin Square
design. Each subject read 4 examples of each sentence type. The fillers and critical trials
were randomized.
Each word of the sentence was presented on the computer screen for 200 ms with
o ms inter-word interval. This rate was chosen based on Poeppel et al.'s (in preparation)
results showing that subjects perform well in an experiment with comparable sentence
structures. The purpose of using this rate is to make subjects perform above chance and at
the same time create difficulties for the normal processing of the sentences.
Sentences were presented on a Power Macintosh computer. The distance between
the monitor and the subject's eyes was approximately 27 inches. Subjects were told that
they would read sentences on the computer screen, word-by-word and that the word
presentation would be fast. After sentence presentation, they would have to judge if the
sentence was grammatical (good) by pressing a key in the computer keyboard. They were
asked to answer as quickly and accurately as possible.

Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 2001
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Ungrammatical sentences were sentences missing constituents (e.g. the child is
talking to that is pinching the woman) or sentences with too many constituents (e.g. the
clown is pushing the woman that the thief is kicking the woman). Reaction times and
number of errors are measured in all the sentences.

2.2

Predictions

Right branching relative clauses were included in order to examine if their complexity
matches the predictions the theories discussed in section I make to these sentences.
Moreover, it is worth examining if complexity is modulated only by the type of relative
(subject versus object) or also by the type of embedding (right versus center embedding).
This investigation helps to shed lights into the processes that underlie the difficulty with
object relative clauses.
Also, the difference between relative clauses and conjoined sentences IS
minimized by comparing conjoined sentences with subject right branching clauses:
(22)
(23)

The child is talking to the mani that i _i is pinching the woman.
The child is talking to the man and_ is pinching the woman.

As the examples above shown, the difference between subject right branching
relatives and conjoined sentences is only the presence of the relative pronoun in the first
case and the conjunction in the second case. This is different from other experiments (e.g.
Just et aI. 1996) where co~oined sentences were compared to center-embedded clauses.
It is important to know if in this situation conjoined sentences are still easier to process
than relative clauses.
In subject right branching relative clauses (e.g. 22), the NP "the man" is
interpreted as the subject of the relative sentence. To do this, this NP needs to be stored
and rehearsed in working memory until the point it finds the gap position to which it
should be attached. At this point, the NP is reactivated and interpreted as the subject of
the relative sentence. When reactivating the NP, the parser does not need to scan a huge
piece of structure while looking for the NP that should be linked to the gap. The position
occupied by the NP is close to the gap position.
However, in conjoined sentences (e.g. 23), to interpret the NP "the child" as the
subject of the second matrix clause, the parser has to scan all the first clause to find the
NP that should occupy the subject position of the second matrix clause. Thus,
reactivation of the NP in the conjoined sentence obliges the parser to cross some amount
of structure (various phrases) until it finds the NP that should be linked to the subject
position of the second clause.
Thus, the expectation is that when comparing conjoined and subject right
branching relatives, conjoined sentences should not be easier than relative clauses
because the parser has to scan much more structure in a conjoined sentence compared to
a subject right branching relative clause. This obliges a conjoined structure to be kept
longer in working memory than a subject right branching relative clause.
This hypothesis is similar to Gibson's locality based theory in the sense that the
amount of material intervening between the gap and the head of the gap taxes working
memory and is also similar to Ford's (1983) proposal that intervening material could be
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol31/iss2/2
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the reason of processing difficulties of object relatives compared to subject relatives. In
this case, these ideas are just extended to compare conjoined and subject right branching
relative clauses.

3;

Brazilian Portuguese Results

Sixteen Brazilian Portuguese native speakers (age ranging from 22 to 37; 15 righthanded; 6 women; no vision problems) participated in the experiment Reaction time and
number of comprehension errors were measured while subjects were judging if the
sentences were grammatical or not
Reaction time revealed no significant effect of sentence type II!! shown by the
analysis of variance: (F (4,75)=0.57, p=O.69).
The IxS analysis of variance of grammaticality judgment performance shows a
marginally significant effect of sentence type F (4,75)=2.38, p=O.058). In particular,
wherell!! center-embedded clauses and conjoined sentences yielded performance near
chance levels (0.63, 0.48 and 0.54 respectively), right-branching relative clauses were
associated with better performance (0.67 and 0.77) as shown in figure 1 (S-C: subject
center-embedded clauses, S-R: subject right branching clauses, O-C: object centerembedded clauses, O-R: object right branching clauses and AND: conjoined sentences):
Figure 1 - Grammaticality Judgments in Brazilian Portuguese
GI1lIlItn8IIcaIity Judgments
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Subject center-embedded relatives (S-C:0.63) were more difficult than subject
right branching relatives (S-R:0.77), the planned comparison showing a marginally
significant effect of sentence type (p=O.06). Object center-embedded relatives (OR-C:
0.48) were also more difficult than object right branching relatives (OR-R: 0.67),
(p=O.04). A 2x2 analysis of variance supports this finding (p=O.OOO7)(see figure 2a):
Figure 2 - a) Center versus Right! b) Object
versus Subject
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These results show that center-embedded relative clauses were more difficult to
process than right branching relative clauses in Brazilian Portuguese. We call this the
center-embedding effect.
A 2x2 analysis of variance also showed that object relatives are more difficult
than subject relatives (p=0.07) as shown in Figure 2b.
When comparing subject right branching relatives and conjoined sentences,
conjoined sentences (0.54) were more difficult than subject right branching relative
clauses (0.77) (p-=0.025) (figure 1). 1bis is exactly what is expected if the distance
between the gap and the head taxes working memory and increases complexity in these
cases. 1bis finding is very important when comparing different working memory
theories, as discussed in section 5.
To summarize, in Brazilian Portuguese, center-embedded relatives were more
difficult than right branching relatives and object relatives were more difficult than
subject relatives. Finally conjoined sentences were more difficult than subject right
branching relative clauses.

English Results

4.

Thirty-six English native speakers (age ranging from 20 to 41; 30 right-handed; 21
women; no vision problems) participated in the experiment.
As in the Brazilian Portuguese data, reaction times showed no significant effect of
sentence type: F (4,175)=1.19, p=0.3).
The grammaticality judgment analysis showed significant results. Planned
comparisons revealed significant effects. However, The omnibus 1x5 ANOVA did not
show a significant effect of sentence type (F (4,175)= 1.21, p=O.3):
Figure 3 -Grammaticality Judgments in English
Grammatlcallty Judgments
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Contrary to Brazilian Portuguese, there was no center-embedding effect in
English. Subject center-embedded relative clauses were not more difficult than subject
right branching relative clauses (p=O.!). Neither were object center-embedded clauses
more difficult than object right branching relative clauses (p=1.6). A 2x2 ANOYA
confirms this finding (p=O.7) as shown in Figure 4a:

Figure 4 - a) Center versus Right! b) Subject versus Object
b)
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When comparing subject center-embedded relatives (S-C:0.86) with object
center-embedded relatives (O-C:O.77), a significant effect on sentence type was found
(p=O.04) (figure 3). When comparing subject right branching relatives (S-R:0.81) with
object right branching relatives (O-R:0.75), no significant effect on sentence type was
found (p=O.I), although there is a clear tendency for object right branching relatives to be
more difficult than subject right branching relatives (figure 3). A 2x2 ANOYA shows that
object relatives were significantly more difficult than subject relatives (p=O.OO4) (Figure
4b)

Subject right branching relative sentences were also compared to conjoined
sentences (p=O.4). Conjoined sentences were not easier than right branching relative
clauses. In this case both types presented the same performance (0.81) (figure 3).
Thus, in English, object relatives are more difficult than subject relatives
independent of the type of embedding (right versus center), contrary to Brazilian
Portuguese. In both languages, conjoined sentences were not easier than subject right
branching clausc;s. In English the difficulty was similar (0.8 I) and in BP conjoined
sentences were, in fact, more difficult than subject right branching relative clauses,
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The next section discusses and compares these results with the predictions
outlined in section 1.

5.

Discussion

The RSVP results in both languages showed that object relatives were more difficult than
subject relatives (BP: p=0.07, English: p=0.004). These results are compatible with the
literature. Several experiments using different techniques found that object relatives were
harder to process than subject relatives (Ford (1983), Frauenfelder et al. (1980), Gibson
(1998), Hakes et al. (1976), Holmes and O'Regan (1983), King and Just (1991), Ni et al.
(1996), Wanner & Maratsos (1978». All the theories discussed in section 1 would predict
these differences (Caplan & Waters (1999), Gibson (1998) and King and Just (1991».
One surprising result was the finding that center embedded clauses are harder to
process than right branching clauses in Brazilian Portuguese. In the RSVP results, there is
a clear cross-linguistic difference between BP and English. In English, the type of
embedding (center or right) did not contribute to increase the difficulty in processing
relative sentences as in BP. This fmding has to be explained. A tentative explanation for
this difference is offered in this section.
King, Just and colleagues would expect right branching relatives to be easier than
center-embedded relatives because of their complexity metric. Interruption of the main
clause is one of the factors responsible for increasing the complexity between centerembedded relatives and conjoined sentences. Since right branching relatives do not
interrupt the main clause, right branching relatives are expected to be easier than centerembedded relatives, other things being equal. This expectation was found in BP.
Nevertheless, the King and Just proposal cannot account for our English results, in which
no difference was found. King and Just would also predict, as Ni et al. noticed, more
difficulty to process object center-embedded relatives and subject right branching
relatives compared to subject center-embedded and object right branching relatives. This
is due to the fact that in object center-embedded and subject right branching relatives the
same NP has different thematic roles in the main clause and in the embedded clause. This
pattern of difficulty is not found in either language.
Caplan and Waters' proposal cannot account for the RSVP results either. For
them, complexity increases when the canonical order of thematic roles is not respected.
This explains the difference between subject and object relatives, but does not explain the
differences obtained in BP. For Caplan and Waters, there should be no difference
between right branching and center-embedded sentences since when comparing a subject
center-embedded relative with a subject right branching relative the order of thematic
roles is identical. The same is true when comparing object center-embedded relatives
with object right branching relatives.
Gibson's theory predicts that right branching relatives are easier than centerembedded relatives because the integration cost of right branching relatives is smaller
than the integration cost of center embedded relatives (see section 1.3). This expectation
was found in BP; but then Gibson's proposal does not account for the English results.

5.1

Preliminary explanation for the cross-linguistic difference
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At first sight, no working memory theory discussed in section 1 is able to account for the
RSVP data in BP and English. To explain the cross-linguistic differences found in the
RSVP experiment, syntactic differences between English and BP are examined. A
preliminary explanation for the cross- linguistic differences is proposed based on facts
about extraposition from rela,tive clauses in both languages.
English allows extraposition from a relative clause as illustrated in (24) while BP
does not allow this kind of extraposition as illustrated in (25):
(24) Any girl; could break the table easily that; takes karate lessons. (Frazier 1996,
p.98)
(25) *Qualquer menina; poderia quebrar a mesa facilmente que; faz aulas de karate.
In (24) the relative clause is extraposed, modifying the NP "any girl". This is not
possible in BP as (25), a translation of the English example shows. This suggests that, in
English, when the pronoun "that" is encountered in a right branching relative clause, the
relative clause can modify the NP in object position of the main clause or the NP in
subject position of the main clause. Thus, in English, a right branching relative IS
ambiguous at the point of processing the pronoun "that":

(26)

The child is talking to the man that is pinching the woman.

In (26), when the relative pronoun "that" is encountered, it can be attached to the
object NP "the man" or to the NP "the child". Therefore, the sentence is ambiguous at
this point. Since there are no semantic or pragmatic reasons for choosing high attachment
(extraposition) of the relative clause, the low attachment is preferred. This preference for
low attachment can be explained using Gibson's locality metric. Other approaches
(Frazier and Clifton 1996, Phillips 1996 and Weinberg 1999) are also able to explain this
preference. In Gibson's metric, the distance between the NP "the man" and the gap in
(26) is smaller than the distance between the NP "the child" and the gap in (26). Thus, an
object attachment is preferred over a subject attachment (extraposition) in English.
The attachment ambiguity of right branching relative clauses in English increases
the complexity of these sentences and suggests that a temporarily parallel processing
should be possible in these cases. The computation of the attachment ambiguity increases
the working memory cost of right branching relatives in English.
If Gibson' s metric is adopted, when comparing right branching relative clauses
and center-embedded relative clauses, right branching relatives are easier to process than
center-embedded relatives. But, this pattern does not occur in English. We propose that
right branching relative clauses are not easier than center-embedded relative clauses in
English because right branching relatives have their complexity increased due to their
attachment ambiguity. Thus, ambiguity increases the difficulty to parse right branching
relatives in English and as a consequence center-embedded relative clauses are not more
difficult to parse than right branching relative clauses as should be expected if Gibson's
metric is adopted. 6
S Ambiguity can be suppressed in right branching relatives if the plural tense is used: "the children
are talking to the man that is pinching the woman" (Colin Phillips personal communication). In these cases,
at the point of processing the verb, it is clear that the relative modifies the NP "the man". Thus, it is
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In BP, relative clauses cannot be extraposed. Sentence (25) is ungrammatical in
BP. BP does not allow attachment of the relative clause to the subject in (25). The
relative clause has to be attached to the object in BP. Thus, when parsing a right
branching relative clause there is no ambiguity at the point where the pronoun is parsed.
The relative clause is attached to the object NP and just one structure is computed. Since
there is no ambiguity, the difficulty in processing right branching relative clauses in BP
does not increase as in English. Therefore, center-embedded relative clauses are more
difficult than right branching relative clauses as expected if Gibson's metric is adopted.
If the possibility of extraposition increases the complexity of right branching
relative clauses, it is expected that languages that allow extraposition will not display
differences between right and center-embedded relative clauses. In contrast, languages
that do not allow extraposition will exhibit less difficulty to process right branching than
center embedded relatives. The only study (MacWhinney and Pleh 1988) that examined
center-embedded and right branching relatives clauses in languages other than English is
examined here.
MacWhinney and Pleh (1988) investigated subject/object right branching and
center embedded relative clauses in Hungarian. They examined relative clauses in both
canonical (SVO and SOY) and non-canonical orders (VSO, OSV, OVS, VOS). Subjects
read sentences on a TV screen and then answered a comprehension question about the
sentence. With non-canonical orders, right branching relatives showed less decision
errors than center-embedded relatives. With canonical orders, center embedded relatives
showed less decision errors than right branching relatives. In terms of reaction times,
right branching relatives were usually faster than center embedded relatives.
Nevertheless, right branching relatives presented a slow-down in reading times in SVO
sentences. So right branching relatives were easier than center-embedded relatives with
non-canonical orders. With canonical orders, center embedded relatives were slightly
better than right branching relatives.
Hungarian allows extraposition of the relative clause and in this case, as
MacWhinney and Pleh report, there is no difference between a right branching relative
and an extraposed relative clause when the order is SVO and VSO. In other words, with
SVO and VSO word orders, right branching relative clauses and extraposed relative
clauses are ambiguous. Note that a right branching relative is not easier than a center
embedded relative with SVO word order. With VSO, as shown in MacWhinneyand
Pleh's (1988, p. 128) Figure 2, the percent of comprehension errors is almost the same
(around 15%) for both types of relative clauses. This is exactly the pattern predicted
above. In languages that allow extraposition, right branching relatives should not be easy
to process since the ambiguity increases the complexity of right branching relatives. In
Hungarian, extraposed relative clauses and right branching relatives are ambiguous with
respect to SVO and VSO word orders. In these cases, right branching relatives are not
easier than center embedded relatives.
Languages that do not allow extraposition should exhibit less difficulty in
processing right branching relatives than center embedded relatives. This happens with
non-canonical word orders in Hungarian. With non-canonical word orders right
expected that in these cases right branching relatives do not have their complexity increased and should be
easier to process than center embedded relatives
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol31/iss2/2
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branching relatives are easier than center embedded relatives. Hence, Hungarian
confirms the predictions mentioned above. Extraposition from a relative clause creates
ambiguity and increases the difficulty in processing right branching relatives. In this case
right branching and center embedded relatives are expected to have similar perfonnance.
When extraposition is not allowed, there is no ambiguity and center embedded relatives
are expected to be more difficulty than right branching relatives to process.
If the cross-linguistic difference found in the RSVP experiment is a consequence
of the possibility of extraposition of relative clauses in English, then King and Just first
working memory demand (interruption of the main clause) and Gibson's metric capture
these results since both predict that right branching relative clauses are easier than centerembedded relative clauses. Nevertheless, as discussed above, one of King and Just's
working memory demands predicts that object center embedded and subject right
branching relatives should be more difficult than subject center embedded and object
right branching relatives. This pattern is not found in both languages, so King and Just's
complexity metric does not account for the RSVP results.
In the RSVP experiment, subject right branching relatives were also compared to
conjoined sentences. Conjoined sentences were not easier than subject right branching
relatives. In BP conjoined sentences were significantly harder than subject right
branching relatives. This is important, since in general it has been claimed that relative
clauses are more difficult to process than conjoined sentences. These results show that the
generalization is not absolute. Not all types of relative clauses are more difficult than
conjoined sentences? Quite the contrary, relative clauses can be easier than conjoined
sentences as is the case in BP.
King and Just's proposal would not account for this finding. For them, a subject
right branching should be more difficult than a conjoined sentence because the NP in
object position in the main clause in a subject right branching clause receives two
different thematic roles, Patient in the main clause and Agent in the relative clause, as
discussed in section 1.1. Thus, following their metric, subject right branching are harder
than conjoined sentences. This prediction was not found in English where both types
showed similar performance (0.81) and either in BP where conjoined were harder than
subject right branching. King, Just and colleagues cannot explain these findings.
Caplan and Waters would not expect the difference found in BP either. Since both
types of sentence have the same number of propositions and canonical order of thematic
roles, they are equally complex and should be equally hard. This was found in English. In
BP, however, conjoined sentences were difficult to process. Caplan and Water's
complexity metric does not predict this finding.
Gibson's proposal accounts for BP facts. The integration cost of a conjoined
sentence is bigger than the integration cost of a subject right branching relative sentence
(see section 1.3). But Gibson apparently cannot account for the lack of difference in
processing these sentences in English.

7 In this RSVP experiment, no significant difference was found between relative sentences and
conjoined sentences, besides the one in BP. So, using RSVP, no type of relative sentence was significantly
harder than conjoined sentences. Caplan and Waters (1995) predict that object relatives are harder than
conjoined sentences to process. This prediction was not found in the RSVP results.
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If right branching relative clauses have their complexity increased because of the
ambiguity at the point where the relative pronoun is parsed, then the absence of difficulty
between right branching relative clauses and conjoined sentences in English is explained.
Right branching relative clauses should be easier than conjoined sentences since the
distance between the gap and the head is smaller in subject right branching relative
clauses than in conjoined sentences. TIris difference does not occur in English because
right branching relative clauses are difficult in English in consequence of the possibility
of extraposition from the relative clause. In this case only Gibson's metric accounts for
the RSVP results.
Thus, King and Just's proposal is not able to account for the RSVP data. They
predict that conjoined sentences should be easier than subject right branching relative
clauses. TIris prediction was not found in both languages. Also, one of their complexity
criteria predicts that object center embedded and subject right branching relatives should
be more difficulty than subject center embedded and object right branching relatives.
Again this was not found in both languages. Caplan's proposal cannot explain two BP
findings: right branching being easier than center-embedded clauses and conjoined being
harder than subject right branching clauses. Gibson's proposal explains the RSVP results.
The English fmdings that do not correspond to Gibson's predictions - the lack of easiness
in processing right branching relatives compared to center embedded relatives and the
lack of difficulty in processing conjoined sentences are explained by the ambiguity in
parsing right branching relative clauses in English. Ambiguity increases the complexity
of right branching relatives in English and by consequence these sentences are hard to
process. Thus, in English, right branching relatives are as difficult to process as center
embedded relatives and conjoined sentences. Note that Gibson's complexity metric
accounts for the RSVP data only if there is an interaction between working memory and
the syntactic properties of these languages. Gibson' s working memory alone would not
be able to explain the English results.
Gibson's metric is, then, the more adequate complexity metric to account for the
RSVP results if, as proposed here, the possibility of extraposition from a relative clause
increases the complexity of right branching relatives in English.

6.

Conclusions

This paper evaluates three working memory metrics (King and Just 1991, Caplan and
Waters 1999, Gibson 1998) used to explain the differences in processing subject and
object center-embedded relative clauses. Conjoined sentences and right branching
relative clauses were also examined in order to evaluate the predictions these metrics
make to these types of sentence.
Relative clauses and conjoined sentences were tested using RSVP in Brazilian
Portuguese and English. A cross-linguistic difference was found in this experiment. In BP
and English object relatives were significantly more difficult than subject relatives
corroborating the results in the literature. Nevertheless, right branching relatives were
easier to process than center-embedded relatives in BP but not in English. Also, subject
right branching relatives were easier to process than conjoined sentences in BP but not in
English.
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This cross-linguistic difference is accounted for by exploiting a syntactic
difference between these languages: the possibility of extraposition from relative clauses.
English allows extraposition from relative clauses contrary to BP. This possibility of
extraposition creates ambiguity in processing right branching relative clauses in English
and increases the complexity of these sentences. As a result, right branching relatives are
not easier to process than center embedded and conjoined sentences in English.
When the RSVP results are compared to the metrics discussed in section I, no
metric accounts for all the RSVP results. Gibson' s complexity metric accounts for these
results only if the cross-linguistic difference is explained taking into consideration the
different syntactic properties of these languages. Thus, our results lead us to conclude
that a metric such as Gibson' s is quite good at capturing the range of phenomena
examined here, but only insofar as it incorporates specific syntactic information.
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